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ABSTRACT
The ever-increasing volume of scientific literature calls for a
better system to help researchers find relevant papers and
summarize essential claims. Previous research has shown
that a large portion of literature search queries are entityset queries, that is, queries containing multiple entities of
possibly different types. These queries reflect users’ need for
finding documents that reveal inter-entity relationships, and
pose non-trivial challenges to existing search systems that
model each entity independently. In this project, we bring
together a team of computing and biomedical experts, and
develop SetSearch+, an entity-set-aware search and analytics
system for scientific literature. SetSearch+ first leverages a
data-driven text mining pipeline to extract typed entities
for building entity-enhanced indices. Then, it adopts a novel
entity-set-aware ranking model for online document retrieval,
which captures entity type information and relations among
entity sets. Furthermore, it summarizes top-ranked documents into a concise, interpretable, and interactive concept
graph, which enables a user to quickly grasp the gist of all
documents and therefore accelerates the knowledge discovery process. Users can interact with the SetSearch+ system
conveniently via a web-based interface.
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INTRODUCTION

Literature search helps researchers identify relevant papers
and summarize essential claims about a topic. With the fastgrowing volume of scientific publications, a good literature
search system becomes essential to researchers since few
people can master the state-of-the-art comprehensively and
in-depth. Previous research [5] has shown that a large set of
literature search queries contain multiple entities with possibly
different types, which we refer to as entity-set queries. For
example, a biologist may want to survey how genes GABP,
TERT, and CD11b are associated with cancer and submit a
query “GABP TERT CD11b cancer”, which is an entity-set
query containing four entities. Entity-set queries reflect users’
need for finding documents that contain multiple entities and
reveal inter-entity relationships. Therefore, as in the previous
example, returning a paper about only one gene GABP is
unsatisfactory. Existing search systems like Google Scholar
have not yet accommodated well such an information need
as they model each entity independently and without types.
Research Project. In this project, we present SetSearch+, an
entity-set-aware search and analytics system for scientific literature. SetSearch+ first leverages a data-driven text mining
pipeline to extract typed entities from raw text corpus, and
builds entity-enhanced document indices. Then, SetSearch+
adopts SetRank, a novel entity-set-aware ranking framework,
for online document retrieval. SetRank models an entity-set
query as a heterogenous graph and thus explicitly captures
the entity type information and inter-entity relations. These
techniques enable SetSearch+ to return a high-quality ranked
list of documents that are most relevant to the whole entity set.
Furthermore, SetSearch+ can summarize a set of top-ranked
documents into a concise, interpretable, and interactive concept graph, which enables users to quickly grasp the gist of
these documents and possibly discover new entities/relations
related to the query primitives. SetSearch+ currently supports
literature search in domains including computer science and
biomedical science.
Fit with the KDD Ecosystem. This demo is highly relevant
to a diverse community of researchers in Data Mining, Information Retrieval, Bioinformatics, and Machine Learning.
For more general audience, we believe this demo can also
provide a compelling example on how search and mining can
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Figure 1: The architecture of the SetSearch+ system.
be integrated to support and accelerate interactive knowledge
discovery. The core methods of system will be open-sourced,
and users can customize them in their local environments.
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MAIN INNOVATIONS
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The architecture of SetSearch+ (Figure 1) consists of the
following innovative components.

Data-driven entity detection and typing. SetSearch+ is to work
on a massive set of “raw” documents without any explicit entity information. To support entity-aware search and analysis
functions, we integrate a data-driven text mining pipeline into
SetSearch+. We first detect entity mentions using domainindependent phrase mining algorithms [1, 4], and then type extracted mentions using distantly-supervised entity typing techniques [2, 3]. For the resource-rich domains such as biomedical
sciences, we further enhance the quality of detected entities
using domain-specific tools [7, 8]. Finally, we construct structured data indices, containing document content information,
entity information, and document metadata.
Entity-set-aware document retrieval and ranking. A distinctive characteristic of literature search queries is that they
reflect users’ need for finding documents containing interentity relations. We develop a novel entity-set-aware document ranking model named SetRank [5] to accommodate such
an information need. SetRank leverages the above detected
entities information to build bag-of-entities document repreﬁle:///Users/shenjiaming/Desktop/top20.htm
sentation. Then, SetRank uses a heterogeneous query graph
to capture entity type information and model the inter-entity
relations. Finally, the query-document matching process is
modeled as a graph covering process. To further enhance the
applicability of SetRank, we develop an unsupervised model
selection algorithm, based on a weighted rank aggregation
technique, to automatically choose the parameter settings
in SetRank without resorting to a labeled validation set. We
integrate SetRank into the SetSearch+ for online real-time
document ranking. Experiments [5] show that SetRank helps
researchers in both computer science and biomedical science
to identify documents that are most relevant to the whole
query entity set.
Concept-graph-based document summarization. Besides showing a ranked list of documents, SetSearch+ also presents con-

cise and interpretable document summarization using a concept graph. The concept graph contains all the entities in
the query and its top ranked documents, and the important
entity relations inferred by ordinal graphical model [6] from
the entity co-occurrence statistics. As shown in Figure 1, by
viewing the constructed concept graph, a user can easily understand the interactions among the query entity set, discover
“hidden” entities that are closely related to the query set, and
form new scientific hypothesis for further investigation.
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DEMONSTRATION

SetSearch+ can index 27.5 million papers of raw size 53GB
with 240 million entity mentions within 6 hours on a single
desktop machine. After indices are constructed, SetSearch+
can return online document search results and display the
concept graph within a few seconds. We have uploaded a
demo video of our system in: http://bit.ly/2slhFae. The final
system will be gradually rolled out at: http://hanj.cs.illinois.
edu/projs/setsearch.
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